PLAN OF ACTIVITIES:

**Film Date:** 8/13 or 8/14 6am-6pm Drone: 1 hour only
**Location:** Onomea Bay
**Shot:** Scenics Onomea Bay

- Blue: Drone Launch and Landing Zone
- Green: Potential Flight Area

Drone will not Launch if winds are greater than 25mph, humidity above 80% or presence of rain. Drone will not fly in any way or area that could cause harm to persons or property. Skies will have a designated Visual Observer for added safety of flight.

**Film Date:** 8/13 6am-1pm Drone: 1 hour only
**Location:** Akaka Falls
**Shot:** Scenics of Waterfall

- Blue: Drone Launch and Landing Zone
- Green: Potential Flight Area

Drone will not Launch if winds are greater than 25mph, humidity above 80% or presence of rain. Drone will not fly in any way or area that could cause harm to persons or property. Skies will have a designated Visual Observer for added safety of flight.